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ABSTRACT

Purpose: This research proposes to examine the role of organizational support, work engagement between and MH02 technology in coal mining

Design/methodology/approach: The quantitative research technique is referred to as the research method. The target of this research is PT. Pamapersada Nusantara, and the research sample, which consists of 279 respondents, refers to the structural equational modelling model

Findings: The findings demonstrated that the respondents believed that each and every hypothesis had been confirmed.

Research limitations/implications: This study only focused on analyzing the relationship between the role of organizational support and work engagement which is linked to the successful implementation of the MH02 driving monitoring system technology in coal mining. Other factors, such as performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, are not explored in depth. It is important for future research to investigate these additional factors and their potential impact on job performance at Pamapersada Nusantara. Despite these limitations, this research contributes to the understanding of factors influencing work performance in the mining industry and provides insights for practitioners to develop effective interventions to improve work performance among employees.

Practical implications: The managerial implications of this research are that companies can increase job satisfaction and work engagement, improve employee performance, achieve their goals, and gain competitive advantage. To support this, PAMA management facilitates the implementation of MH02 technology at the site BRCB (Berau coal site Binungan). This technology is really needed so that incidents and fatigue symptoms can be reduced and detected earlier, so that with reduced incidents the company's performance will increase.

Originality/value: This report originates from research conducted inside a single mining business

Paper type: Research paper
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the implementation of a system, if the organization provides support to employees for their tasks, the employees will enjoy their work and improve performance through the use of the new system. In addition, when employees feel the same connection with their job or workplace. In mining activities, operators have the potential for high levels of fatigue because production activities are carried out 24 hours and are divided into 2 shifts. In anticipation of accidents caused by fatigue, PT Pamapersada Nusantara is currently developing technology in the unit cabin that can detect indications of operator fatigue when operating the unit. The technology in question is
DMS/MH02 (Driving Monitoring System / Mata Hati 2). Basically, engaged employees do better because they feel more connected to the company as a whole. This journal proposes an integrated model to measure and validate the success factors of user involvement in information system development DMS/MH02.

A. Problem Statement

The development of technology and information systems has become widespread and is considered important in all fields. Information systems have developed rapidly and have diverse applications. Meanwhile Al Moghrabi (2002) calls this system one of the most successful means of facing the challenges of the times because it is all integrated activities aimed at obtaining information and knowledge through technological means for managers to make different location decisions. However, despite the technological advances of a system, it is still necessary to evaluate perceived use, user satisfaction and net benefit. Therefore, attention is paid to the users of information systems, and organizations must proceed in parallel lines when developing and implementing appropriate information. And attention to information technology users (Msallam, A. A. et al., 2019).

The company will continue to improve its image with its customers and increase satisfaction with services and prices by improving the quality of its services and increasing the efficiency of employee performance, one of which is by improving integrated information/technology systems. This system is the pillar of procedure development. Employee performance and increase in functional abilities, and influence the behavior of individuals and work groups to create performance results that are consistent with the company’s corporate goals, and provide workers with the ability to achieve the tasks and obligations assigned to them and develop their ability to assume additional responsibilities to achieve a high level job satisfaction, adapting to the work environment, and thus being able to explore the elements of human performance in terms of efficiency and productivity, which are reflected in having an impact on overall organizational effectiveness (Msallam, A. A. et al., 2019).

In implementing a system, if the organization provides sufficient support to employees for their tasks, employees will enjoy their work more and improve their performance through the use of the new system (Lee, D.H. Et al, 2010). According to Abusamahadhana G.A.O., et al. (2019) user work engagement combines user participation and user involvement factors. It shows the behavior and psychological activities of the users involved during the development of an information system. Several previous studies claim that these two factors contribute positively to the success of information systems. However, in general there is still no understanding in the literature regarding the measurement and validation of the influence of these two factors.

Work engagement occurs when employees feel a shared connection with their work or workplace. Basically, engaged employees perform better because they feel more connected to the company as a whole. Companies have begun investing in various types of benefits in an effort to engage their employees. However, employee involvement is often forgotten when there is a system development project within the company, such as when implementing the DMS/MH02 system.

Organizational Support and Work Engagement are vital factors in the implementation of DMS/MH02, because basically we need to develop strategies to ensure that employees are informed about the implementation of the system, how the changes affect their jobs specifically, and the expectations of the organization.

In this journal, we propose an integrated model to measure and validate success factors for user involvement in information system development DMS/MH02.

C. Literature Review

1. Fatigue

Fatigue is a symptom that often appears in various activities and especially in jobs that rely on the physical condition of workers. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the United States (CDC, 2015) estimates that one in three adults does not get enough sleep, labeling fatigue a public health problem. In an investigative study of hauling truck accidents from 2010-2014 in open-pits in Kalimantan, it was found that there were several contributing factors, namely lack of visibility, road conditions, operator behavior, operational conditions and weather conditions (Sudiyanto et al., 2018). Fatigue is a combination of several symptoms that can reduce work performance, such as lack of attention, slow response times, errors in decision making, poor performance in jobs that require skills and an increase in a person’s chances of falling asleep (Energy Institute, 2014).

2. Driving Monitoring System Mata Hati 02 (DMS MH02)

According to research by Kong et al (2015), there is a lot of research that focuses on imaging and computer vision data processing by using detectors for the condition of the eyes when they are closed or vice versa (eye blinking detection) and identifying the condition of a person when driving a device when it is not yawning or vice versa (mouth detection) according to research by Gu & Ji (2004) using a fatigue detector by identifying facial movements of the driver.
There are several causes of signs of fatigue in workers (Talebi et al., 2021), and this has a negative effect on endurance and safe operations for operators in mining. Percentage of Eye Closure (PERCLOS) is a common practice. However, the activities and conditions at home or in the work area also greatly influence the physical endurance of heavy dump truck operators. The PERCLOS system does not assess and include this aspect in the fatigue algorithm aspects that appear. Due to the limitations of the PERCLOS system, it would be interesting if it were also studied using activity or workload factors as well as environmental conditions.

Existing literature argues that the usability of an information/technology system can be measured by the extent to which an individual uses, with some frequency, nature and duration, the entire spectrum of features provided by the system (Aldhohay et al., 2018). In the journal Tam and Oliveira (2017) also argue that continuous use of the information system or technology provided provides high quality information, supported by a technical and functional structure that is easy to use and reliable and has a reasonable level of customer/user service and support, usually leads to increased user satisfaction (User Satisfaction).

3. Organizational support

Robbin & Judge in Waileruny (2014) researched that each worker thinks that their company will fully support when rewards are given fairly, workers should have the right to have an opinion when in discussions to make a decision, and superiors will be considered very supportive. Caesens, et al (2017) said that the things that are useful from organizational support are:

1. Support from the organization/company, able to facilitate both visible and invisible needs of workers and a mutually beneficial relationship can be obtained from workers who are sensitive and care about the company achieving its vision and mission. With support from the organization/company, the aim is for workers to always be active and show their best in terms of skills, quality as well as loyalty to the company which will benefit both parties.
2. Support from the organization/company will be received by workers so that it can foster a spirit of ownership of the company. It could be said that with a positive attitude from workers, a mutually beneficial relationship will arise for the existence of the worker's role. So that it has an impact on the moral equality of workers towards the company.

4. Work Engagement

In the literature (Molino, M. et al, 2020), a positive relationship between work engagement and performance outcomes has been found, such as in-role and extra-role performance, team performance, customer loyalty, service quality and care. Thus, work engagement is widely considered as a benefit to the organization. As for direct implications, we investigate user acceptance and among its antecedents we consider two user personal characteristics (resilience and goal orientation) and organizational resources (opportunities for information and training); Both personal and job resources have been considered in previous research investigating the determinants of work engagement.

D. Review Hypothesis

1. Relationship between organizational support and work engagement and use

A study (AL-Moasher and Al-Khasabah, 2006) shows that the effect of the role of the organization (Organizational Support) in the implementation of system management information in the banking sector. In this study, it was found that there was a statistically significant effect of technical and organizational variables in the Management Information System application. This study led to the need to involve employees and users in the planning process for developing the information/technology system.

H1: The influence that Organizational Support has on work engagement is positive and significant
H2: The influence provided by Organizational Support on DMS/MH02 use is positive and significant

2. Relationship between work engagement and user satisfaction

According to the DeLone and McLean Information System Success Model, user satisfaction is an outcome variable that is affected by system quality, information quality, and service quality (Delone and Mclean, 2003). Work engagement, which is a psychological state reflecting an employee’s level of involvement, enthusiasm, and commitment to their work, is not explicitly included in the mode (Delone and Mclean,2002). However, it is possible that work engagement indirectly affects user satisfaction through its impact on service quality[2]. Highly engaged employees may be more likely to provide high-quality service to users, which could lead to higher levels of user satisfaction (Delone and Mclean, 2002).

H3: The influence that work engagement has on user satisfaction is positive and significant

3. Relationship between use and user satisfaction and net benefit
In the journal Tam and Oliveira (2017) also argue that continuous use of the information system or technology provided provides high quality information, supported by a technical and functional structure that is easy to use and reliable and has a reasonable level of customer/user service and support, usually leads to increased user satisfaction (User Satisfaction). Apart from that, according to Balaban et al. (2013), the same positive relationship tends to emerge between the continued use of IS provided by students and the benefits (Net Benefit) attached to its users.

H4: DMS/MH02 Use has a positive influence on DMS/MH02 User Satisfaction
H5: Positive influence is given by DMS/MH02 Use to DMS/MH02 Net Benefit

4. Relationship between user satisfaction and net benefit

According to Delone and Mclean (2004) and Baraka et al. (2013), the existence of a good level of user satisfaction with something provided by IST will have an impact on the emergence of benefits related to the use of the technology in question, hence the interpretation that when the user is satisfied with the information system or technology, the level of individual success is triggered.

H6: DMS/MH02 user satisfaction has a positive effect on DMS/MH02 net benefit

Figure 1. Theoretical Framework

II. METHODS

In this research, it is typical to relate validity to the quantitative descriptive type because with the existing subjective method measurement questionnaire, we will test its validity compared to the objective method. There is research from Chandra and Madiono (2017), Handoyo and Setiawan (2017) supporting the theory from Anitha J (2014), namely "Determinants of employee engagement and their impact on employee performance" saying that Employee Engagement has a good impact and provides something meaningful to quality of work of workers. Robinson et al. (2008) said that the quality of employee performance is dominant which causes good employee engagement and employees who have a good attachment to the corporation and boost performance so that it has an effect on the continuity of the corporation (Ramadhan & Sembiring, Indonesian Management Journal, Vol. 14 - no. 1 April 2014 ). There are several studies that have been studied which show that there is a close correlation between employee loyalty towards work and their place of work, which leads to performance and profits for the company (Choo et al, 2013). With this explanation, it is closely related to the quality of work provided by workers to their company. So research experts agree that work engagement has a big impact on the quality of workers’ work. Therefore, workers have attachment and loyalty to their company, this really helps the company to carry out its company goals.

Robbin & Judge (2008) and Waileruny (2014) researched that each worker thinks that their company will fully support when rewards are given fairly, workers should have the right to have an opinion when in discussions to make a decision, and superiors will be considered very supportive.

To test the research hypothesis empirically, researchers collected data through questionnaires. The research population was employees in the production department and coal mine hauling site department of BRCB-Pama Persada Nusantara. The target population to be selected is the position of operator and head of section 2 of the department.
Determining the number of samples taken can be determined using the Slovin formula, the Slovin formula is a formula or formula for calculating the number of samples that are not known with certainty. Slovin is used in survey research where the sample size is usually very large, so a formula is needed to get a small sample but can represent the entire population. Solvin's formula, Umar (1997), To determine the number of respondents filling out the questionnaire and to determine the amount in measuring waste generation and composition, researchers use a confidence level value of 75%, so the error rate is 5%. So that researchers can determine the minimum sample limit that meets the 5% sample error requirement to be included.

By using the formula above, researchers can find out the amount minimum sample for measurement, with a total population (N) = 660, the sample size (n) = 249 is obtained. Actually, we took a sample of 279.

The data collection method used in this research is by using a questionnaire instrument, which is a set of questions to obtain information from respondents. On this research questionnaire sheet there are two types of statements, questions: (1) statements related to variable measurement; (2) questions related to respondent data. Questionnaires are made from structured statements/questions and provide answers in the form of a scale with answers adapted to the statements/questions to be made. It is easier for respondents to answer and avoid bias. The scale measurement used is Likert where each statement has an answer of 1 (strongly disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (neutral), 4 (agree) to 5 (strongly agree).

In this research we used statistical analysis of the Smart PLS program (version 3.2.9) for Reability, Validity, Convergent Validity, Internal consistency reliability analysis. To test the hypothesis using the Smart PLS program (version 3.2.9).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following is an analysis of the description and respondents:

![Usia Chart](image1)

**Figure 2. Respondent’s Age**

![Jabatan Chart](image2)

**Figure 3. Respondent’s Position**
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Reliability and validity checks are also carried out using Smart PLS (version 3.2.9). To test reliability, you must check the Reability indicator and Outer loading is the correlation value between the latent variable and its indicator, according to Hulland (1999) who said that a good outer loading value is 0.70 or more. According to Gaston (2013), if the outer loading value is > 0.7, more than 50% of the information from the indicator has been successfully absorbed by the latent variable. From the processed data in Figure 24, the outer loading table contains several values less than 0.7, namely:
1. Work engagement with P3 whose outer loading value is 0.659
2. Organizational support with v11 whose outer loading value is 0.68
3. Organizational support with v12 whose outer loading value is 0.641

This means that it shows that it has not been able to absorb the indicator values, because this research includes exploratory research which has a definition of research that aims to explore and deepen knowledge and look for new ideas to formulate problems in more detail and then decide to carry out new research, according to Hulland (1999) so for exploratory research the outer loading value is above 0.4 so that the 3 items with an average outer loading value of 0.6 still have data reliability.

To test reliability, internal consistency reliability is also checked and the following is the composite reliability display:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>rho_A</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>Average Variance Extracted (AVE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dms/mh02 use</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dms/mh02 user satisfaction</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net benefit</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organizational support</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work engagement</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A good composite reliability value is 0.7 or more and if exploratory research a good value is 0.6 or more (Bagozzi and Y, 1998) and from the analysis in Figure 25 of the Construct Reliability and Validity table then all items get a value above 0.7 with an average average at 0.9. So that after checking the reliability of the indicators and the reliability of internal consistency, it can be said that the data processed has fulfilled the elements of reliability.

1. Validity Test

As for the validity test which will be analyzed using Smart PLS using convergent validity and discriminant validity, for convergent validity itself from the construct reliability and validity table you can see the “AVE” value, according to Bagozzi and Y1 (1988) a good “AVE” value is 0.5 or more and from the existing data processing it can be seen that the AVE values all exceed 0.5 and are said to be valid. And an ideal discriminant validity test
was also carried out using "AVE" data and correlation latent variable data. According to Fornell and Larcker (1981), recommend that the “square root” of the AVE of each latent variable should be greater than the correlation between the latent variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>dms/mh02 use</th>
<th>dms/mh02 user satisfaction</th>
<th>net benefit</th>
<th>organizational support</th>
<th>work engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dms/mh02 use</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dms/mh02 user satisfaction</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net benefit</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organizational support</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work engagement</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.837</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6. Table of Discriminant Validity**

From reading the discriminant validity table it can be concluded as follows:

1. The root value of AVE dms/mh02 use is 0.923 higher than the correlation with dms mh02 user satisfaction, netbenefit, organizational support, work engagement.
2. The root value of AVE dms mh02 user satisfaction is higher than the correlation of netbenefit, organizational support, dms/mh02 use, work engagement.
3. The root value of AVE net benefit is higher than the correlation of organizational support, dms/mh02 use, dms mh02 user satisfaction, work engagement.
4. The root value of AVE organizational support is higher than the correlation of net benefit, dms/mh02 use, dms mh02 user satisfaction, work engagement.
5. The root value of AVE work engagement is higher than organizational support, net benefit, dms/mh02 use, dms mh02 user satisfaction.

From the results of this research it can be concluded that all discriminant validity at the variable level is acceptable because each variable has a larger AVE root compared to the correlation of other variables. This shows that the construct shares higher variance with the measurement items that measure it compared to items on other variables.

Hypothesis testing is carried out based on the results of inner model testing (structural model) which includes r-square output, parameter coefficients and t-statistics. To see whether a hypothesis can be accepted or rejected, include paying attention to the significance values between constructs, t-statistics and p-values. This research hypothesis testing was carried out with the help of SmartPLS (partial least squares) 3.0 software. These values can be seen from the bootstrapping results. The rules of thumb used in this research are t-statistics > 1.96 with a significance level of p-value of 0.05 (5%) and the beta coefficient is positive. The value of testing this research hypothesis and for the results of this research model can be illustrated.
IV. CONCLUSION

In Table 3, it reflects the path coefficient which is the result of direct effect testing so that it can be concluded as follows:

1. The results of the analysis show that the beta coefficient value of the moderate effect of Organizational support on the Work Engagement relationship is 0.718 and the t-statistic is 13.421 p value 0.000 so that the first hypothesis is accepted, this proves that Organizational support is proven to have a positive influence on Work Engagement.

2. The results of the analysis show that the beta coefficient value of the moderate effect of Organizational support on the relationship between MH02 use is 0.397 and the t-statistic is 6.144 p value 0.000 so that the second hypothesis is accepted, this proves that Organizational support is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 use.

3. The results of the analysis show that the beta coefficient value of the moderate effect of work engagement on the DMS/MH02 user satisfaction relationship is 0.123 and the t-statistic is 2.694 p value 0.007 so that the third hypothesis is accepted, this proves that work engagement is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 user satisfaction.

4. The results of the analysis show that the beta coefficient value of the moderate effect of DMS/MH02 Use on the DMS/MH02 user satisfaction relationship is 0.767 and the t-statistic is 21.829 p value 0.000 so that the fourth hypothesis is accepted, this proves that DMS/MH02 use is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 user satisfaction.

5. The results of the analysis show that the beta coefficient value of the moderate effect of DMS/MH02 Use on the DMS/MH02 net benefit relationship is 0.599 and the t-statistic is 9.522 p value 0.000 so that the fifth hypothesis is accepted, this proves that DMS/MH02 use is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 net benefits.

6. The results of the analysis show that the beta coefficient value of the moderate effect of DMS/MH02 User satisfaction on the DMS/MH02 net benefit relationship is 0.377 and the t-statistic is 5.630 p value 0.000 so that the sixth hypothesis is accepted, this proves that DMS/MH02 user satisfaction is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 net benefits.

Analysis of hypothesis 1 for organizational support is proven to have a positive influence on work engagement. This is in accordance with research by Najeemdeen (2018), concluding that the organizational culture obtained and the organizational support obtained influence work engagement between workers. Companies must continue to observe and survey other factors that could have an influence on the totality of work. To know the problems and needs of employees, it is very important for management to have a close relationship with them so that they will feel supported by the organization. Perceived organizational support will increase employee motivation and their willingness to involve themselves in any work.

Analysis of hypothesis 2 for organizational support is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 use. This is in line with research from Al-Moasher and Al-Khabsah (2006) which shows the role of organizations (organizational support) in implementing Management Information Systems in the banking sector. In this study, it was found that there was a statistically significant effect of technical and organizational variables in the Management Information System application. This study led to the need to involve employees and users in the planning process for developing the information/technology system.

Analysis of hypothesis 3 for work engagement is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 user satisfaction, in accordance with studies which state that there is a close correlation between work loyalty and the company which leads to company performance and profits (Choo et al. 2013). With this explanation, it is closely related to the quality of work provided by workers to their company. So research experts agree that work engagement has a big impact on the quality of workers' work in implementing a system.
Analysis of hypothesis 4 DMS/MH02 use is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 user satisfaction. User satisfaction with a particular information system/technology can be interpreted in the positive emotions shown by individuals when interacting with it (Cenfetelli et al., 2008). When discussing the acceptance and use of IST, one can see a proven relationship between the degree of satisfaction with a particular technology and the user's intention to not only intend to use it (Park and Kim, 2014), but also intend to continue using it (Hsiao et al., 2016).

Analysis of hypothesis 5 DMS/MH02 use is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 net benefit, in accordance with the opinion of Balaban et al. (2013) the same positive relationship tends to emerge between the continued use of IS provided by students and the benefits (Net Benefit) attached to its users.

Analysis of hypothesis 6 DMS/MH02 user satisfaction is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 net benefit, confirming the opinion of Delone and McLean (2004) and Baraka et al. (2013), the existence of a good level of user satisfaction with something provided by IST will have an impact on the emergence of benefits related to the use of the technology in question, hence the interpretation that when the user is satisfied with the information system or technology, the level of individual success is triggered.

V. CONCLUSION

From the results of the research that has been carried out, it turns out that DMS/MH02 for user satisfaction, net benefit, use from user perceptions expressed agreement regarding usability, satisfaction and usefulness for the average value of usability (DMS/MH02 use) at 3.6 while for usefulness (net benefit) with an average of 4 and for user satisfaction it has the lowest average value, namely 3.27.

For the role of organizational support in the implementation of DMS/MH02, it is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 use, this is in accordance with the study (Al-Moasher and Al-Khasabah, 2006) showing that the effect of the role of the organization (organizational support) in the implementation of system management information in banking sector. The study found that there was a statistically significant effect of technical and organizational variables in management information system applications. This study led to the need to involve employees and users in the planning process for developing the information/technology system. Then, if you look at the actual results in the field, it shows that if there is no support from PAMA management, of course the many benefits of DMS/MH02 will not be felt, because the results displayed from DMS/MH02 require fast follow-up to prevent fatigue incidents. For the research we are currently conducting at the PAMA-BRCB site, support from PAMA management at the site itself is very large because here the role of PT customers. Berau Coal also monitors daily and weekly progress which will be evaluated at safety improvement meetings and LK3 between customers and all contractors working at PT. Berau Coal regarding the speed of follow-up response and evaluation of DMS/MH02 findings.

Meanwhile, the role of work engagement on DMS/MH02 user satisfaction proves that work engagement is proven to have a positive influence on DMS/MH02 user satisfaction, but it has the lowest level of significance compared to the other tested items, if you look at the close correlation between work loyalty and the company so that leading to company performance and profits (Choo et al, 2013). With this explanation, it is closely related to the quality of work provided by workers to their company. So research experts agree that work engagement has a big impact on the quality of workers' work in implementing a system. Meanwhile, the actual results in the field that occurred from the results of interviews conducted by many operators were not satisfied with the implementation of DMS/MH02 because there were many findings that did not match the facts in the field, for example the operator's findings that yawning and closed eyes were not able to be captured properly, maximum by DMS/MH02.

By looking at the research results which show that the satisfaction value for DMS/MH02 (DMS/MH02 user satisfaction) is only 3.27 on average compared to net benefit and DMS/MH02 use, it turns out that it is in line with the relationship between work engagement and DMS/MH02 user satisfaction. Also a low value compared to other relationships, this clearly shows that there is a problem with the quality of DMS/MH02, this was also confirmed during an interview with the IT team at BRCB, that DMS/MH02 still needs a lot of improvements in terms of infrastructure so that it can improve the quality of DMS/MH02. Therefore, it is necessary to continue with deeper studies for further research regarding DMS/MH02 quality.
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